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Interactive 
Calculus! 
WATCH | EXPLORE | PRACTICE
Interactive Calculus is a fully curated and highly 
customizable set of complete resources designed 
to support YOU teaching and YOUR students 
learning single and multivariable calculus.

Complete video-based instruction
A team of five expert authors have created hundreds of short videos explaining the concepts 
and working out examples for every topic in calculus. Presenters even offer additional content 
on proofs and less common topics. The content is based on the table of contents of Pearson’s 
popular Thomas’ Calculus text. The videos cover everything in Thomas’ Calculus...and then some! 

Interactive elements and immediate feedback
Project specific, author created GeoGebra interactive figures are used in the videos AND by 
students immediately following the video. Students get MyLab Math’s top notch learning aids 
and ADA accessibility in practice exercises, again, immediately following the videos. Students 
Watch, Explore, and Practice in a new version of MyLab Math---the Interactive Assignment.  

Customization for instructor preference and industry leading prerequisite help 
Instructors can easily edit the order of content or add their own videos, interactives, or 
exercises. Content can be sequential or open to students as a learning experience. Educators 
can choose from over 10,000 assignable exercises in MyLab Math in addition to the library of 
prebuilt assignments and prerequisite support resources.

Interactive Calculus engages your 
students in learning calculus!



– Ashley Pratt - Mountain Gateway Community College

“This approach to Calculus would be great for my students. I try to 
integrate activities and interactive approaches like this in class, but 
the programming here is so much better than mine! I would find 
these resources and support to be helpful to me (in terms of time and 
alignment with how I want to teach the course) and to my students 
in building an intuitive understanding of the challenging topics in 
Calculus. They would THINK!” 
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